About Us
ATC is a leading systems integrator based in the UAE.
Established in 2010 as a member of Emirates Advanced Investment Group, being the managed
services provider for more than 40 corporations with stringent SLAs, it is %100 EAIG owned entity.
As a hardware reseller in its early years as well managed services provider, the company evolved
to become partner of choice with many global ICT blue chips.
As the market evolved, ATC re-positioned its portfolio offerings and re-structured the
organisation to focus on application solutions. In 2013, it began to offer implementation services
for smart government services, managed infrastructure, SDN, NGN and healthcare management
solutions, demonstrating real added value to customers.

Vision
Using our extensive ICT industry expertise, we are empowered to create a company that is
customer focused, creative, astute and knowledgeable about prudent industry practices. We
aspire to be at the forefront of technology trends and changes, and aim to be the market leader
in state of the art solutions.

Mission
To be the partner of choice for our customer’s ICT strategies and services, which can deliver long
term commercial benefits and help them in digital transformation through our IPs and best practices.

What We Do
ATC’s team of highly skilled professionals plans, designs, and implements technology
infrastructure with the support of a growing partnership network with worldwide players.
ATC Focuses on 3 main expanses: Infrastructure solutions, Application solutions, and Licensing,
consultancy and support.
As a Systems Integrator, we ensure that these intertwine into end-to-end solutions.
Our competitive advantage lies in our set of operational competences: today, ATC is the preferred
local systems integrator for major market sectors such as government, semi-government, oil and
gas, education and health.
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INFRASTRUCTURE TO PRIVATE SOLUTIONS
We provide direction to setup infrastructure with load balancing and advanced network
capabilities. We enable you to build stable and safe networking for your services deploying
storage requirements based on your business needs and consumption.

Makeen MicroDC

Makeen Branch

Is an all-in-one server room in a box,
featuring complete mission critical
server room infrastructure
manufactured and certified in Canada,
the Makeen MicroDC unit can be
delivered and installed as a ready-to-use
appliance within weeks.

Makeen Data Centre
Is comprised of self-contained rack
arrays by ATC, and can be fully
customized to suit the requirements of
any business. The rack array is a cost
effective replacement to an expensive
data centre maintenance contract for
enterprise customers.

Is built on top of the Makeen MicroDC
self-contained rack. Delivered and
installed pre-configured, Makeen
Branch contains all of the necessary
hardware a small business needs,
Makeen Branch helps companies
reduce costs and increase operational
efficiency.

Data Centre Rationalisation
Our team of experts manage data
centre rationalization projects to
deliver lower costs, increased security
and reduced maintenance.

APPLICATION SOLUTIONS
BIG DATA & IOT

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

We offer your business the ability to process
large amounts of data and provide guidance
on unstructured data.

We help business understand it’s operations by
providing market best practice tools in
information analytics.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

MOBILITY

Using artificial intelligence and machine
learning, we help companies optimize their
operations to drive competitive advantages.

We build native and hybrid mobile applications
with leading technologies that are integrated
into your platform. Our skilled developers
create agile and robust applications.

VERTICAL SOLUTIONS
We offer business specific solutions deigned
by expertise with market standards and best
practices. Activating latest technologies like
Block chain, cryptocurrency, etc...
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CONSULTANCY & SUPPORT
Providing new services to business with
[ITIL/ISO 20000] and IT Security [ISO/IEC
27001-2005] operational model.

Abu Dhabi: Khalifa City A, EAIG Office, M109.
Tel: +971-2- 6147039 or 6147041 or 6421133 Fax : +971-2- 4444598 / 5565350
Email : sales@atc.co.ae
Dubai: Media City, Business central towers, Tower B office 2803.
Tel: +971-4- 3295929
www.atc.co.ae

